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What interests me: I write poetry and learn different things from poetry. Prose. Illumination, inspiration, 
clarity, higher consciousness and everything that has to do with them. The ways to reach them. Finding 
my own way to reach them. Different knowledge, unknown to science. The zero and the number. Num-
bers, particularly if not linked to a sequential order. Signs, letters. Typography and calligraphy. All that 
is logically meaningless and absurd. All that causes laughter. Humor. Stupidity. Natural thinkers. Omens, 
old ones and new ones invented no matter by whom. Miracles. Sleight of hand (no gimmicks). Interper-
sonal relationships between human individuals. A good education. Human faces. Odors. Overcoming the 
squeamishness. Washing, swimming and bathing. Cleanliness and filth. Food. The preparation of certain 
dishes. A table set for lunch. The arrangement of an apartment and a bedroom. Clothes for men and 
women. Questions about how to wear clothes. Smoking (pipe and cigar). What men do when they are 
alone with themselves. Notebooks of notes. Writing on paper with ink or pencil. Paper, ink, pencil. The 
daily record of events. Making a note of the weather conditions. The phases of the moon. The appearance 
of the sky and water. The wheel. Canes, walking sticks, scepters. An anthill. Small dogs with smooth hair. 
Cabals. Pythagoras. The theater (what I feel my own). Singing. Religious services and song. All kinds of 
rituals. Pocket watches and chronometers. The starched wing collar. Women, but only those of the type 
that I prefer... 

Daniil Charms
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Personality, style, passion, mastery.
In other words, a rare virtuosity.

Sleep is as much a natural phenomenon as one essential to ensure the body has the perfect psychophys-
ical balance. Scientific observation and further clinical studies have confirmed how, without adequate sup-
port, quality is compromised and also the well-being that results from it during the day. For this reason the 
bedding element (that is, the bed) has become more elaborate, technologically advanced and sophisticated 
over time: applied research carried out in the bedding industry has developed new and better materials and 
components which can greatly increase the comfort and quality of rest.

Therefore sleeping well actively improves personal well-being, so choosing a bed-system which suits every 
individual need can be easily transformed into a more restful and regenerating sleep. Simple conclusions, 
certainly, but they’re the basis of what is, in fact, the ‘culture of sleep’: ‘sleeping well’ today is socially im-
portant, involving fads, trends, schools of thought..., so a ‘culture’ in all respects. Choosing the bed-system 
carefully is important, just as it is essential to know how it is made inside, where the well-being of sleep 
arises.

Like any product that plays an important role in our everyday life, even the bed-system must be able to 
convey ideas and meanings which characterize its creation: a product which has its own personality. So 
here’s how the highest levels of comfort and functionality take on that charm and subtle elegance typical 
of the cosmopolitan style which characterizes our modern society; the search for essentiality based on a 
clear and linear vision of the product, its state-of-the-art manufacturing, moderate and flawless, and at the 
same time versatile.

This personality helps to emphasize what the basic prerequisites of the product are, and it focuses on the 
warmth and intimacy which each of us wants to find every day in the bedroom. Ours is the result of a con-
sideration of the ‘bed’ experience, because the house is the ambience which expresses our personality, our 
taste, our conception of warmth and hospitality, like a personal little artwork which reflects us. And inside 
the house, the bed is the richest element of symbolic, emotional and concrete meanings.

So, what interests us? Hence Mr. Charms’ thinking: think and apply, mix design and comfort intelligently. 
Enhance the simplicity of objects. A strong and easygoing personality. Ourselves. The woolen blankets laid 
at the bottom of the bed and the covers that make them warm. The soft volume of pillows and the en-
veloping comfort of the mattress. Softness. Sensations. A hug. The warmth of intimacy that can be found 
only in the bedroom.
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“Orsa Maggiore is a clear example of a renewed Italy without forgetting its origins. It comprises a cohesive 
group of highly motivated people, who carry out their work with great passion, and are eager to convey 
this passion. Thus, the new generation is young, enterprising and attentive to the new trends of furniture 
industry and the market; an achievement that allowed us to march in step with progress and, to some 
extent, even further.”

Emiliana Colombo
CEO
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“Nowadays the bed must satisfy a precise combination of quality and ergonomics, because there are differ-
ent individual needs for support and comfort during sleep: this means creating intelligent solutions developed 
carefully and knowingly and characterized by a high level of style and craftsmanship, as well as the choice of 
materials and finishes, with the aim of achieving the optimal balance between these two terms of assessment.”

Cesare Citterio
R&D
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“A good bed counts for much, but not all. We like to be pragmatic, certainly, but we also know that 
a product, even if excellent, is not complete until it conveys real feelings. How could we fail to be 
aware of this since this is the element that, more than any other in the house, is synonymous with 
pleasure and well-being? That’s what pleasure becomes when it arouses emotions. So the bed becomes 
a valued and refined piece of furniture in such a way that it holds center stage, in the bedroom.”

Mara Citterio
Style
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“We take the artisan passion that characterized erstwhile Italian craftsmanship in the world and 
associates it with the innovations brought by the new generation, thereby ensuring a comprehensive 
product and service, modern, constantly improved and with increasingly high quality standards.”

Sonia Pellecchia
Tailor’s





Materials
Orsa Maggiore proposes a range of anatomical support of superior quality, technically 
advanced and carefully designed to optimally meet the comfort, reliability and prestige 
requirements which are now most popular in bedding. Integrated pocket spring systems 
made of stainless steel combined with different compositions realized in natural origin 
biological foam, viscoelastic foam or latex; structures which follow the natural shape of 
the human body to ensure proper and adequate support.
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Outer fabrics 

Orsa Knit Modern - Orsa Knit Luxury

A collection that fascinates from the first glance. The mattress is the main 
character in the bedroom when the cosmopolitan charme becomes “de rigeur”.
The fabrics Orsa Knit Modern, pure, endearing and modish, and Orsa Knit Lux-
ury, precious, gentle and timeless, overcome the traditional conception of the 
mattress cover we are usually accustomed to, creating proper “instant classic” 
from time to time.
But the look isn’t an end unto itself: the incredibly silky and smooth feeling 
blends perfectly with the fabric’s anti-pilling properties, and the many healthy 
qualities that come from the applied treatments. 

Composition:
Orsa Knit Modern: 80% PL – 20% VI
Orsa Knit Luxury: 80% PL – 17% VI – 3% EA

Anti-pilling

Anti-pilling fixing reduces the formation of linings and dots on fabrics and 
knitwear made of yarns which are prone to it due to their considerable 
length, flexibility and mechanical resistance, ensuring an unchanged quality 
through time.

Aloe Vera

Aloe Vera emollient extract has long been valued for its healing benefits. It 
contains over 75 beneficial nutrients and 200 active compounds, and scientific 
studies have shown that when applied as a fabric treatment, Aloe Vera has a 
positive balancing effect on our sleep and well being. The perfect combination 
of natural softening, anti-bacterial, and eco-friendly properties comprise a per-
fect blend which makes Aloe Vera an excellent natural treatment.
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Silver Clean

Silver Clean has a safe bacteriostatic effect against a large number of 
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, including MRSA (methicillin-re-
sistant Staphylococcus aureus) as well as some yeasts and micro-fungi. The 
high-tech functionality of Silver Clean effectively reduces the formation of 
odor caused by bacteria. It acts on the bacterial cell membrane, inhibits the 
functioning of the microorganism and interrupts the food chain of dust mites, 
resulting in a more hygienic a antiseptic fabric.

Feran IceTM

Due to its permanent hydrophilic function Feran Ice produces a faster mois-
ture transport on textiles. An improved moisture transport also means a 
better distribution of moisture on the surface, as a result, the evaporation 
performance of the textile increases and it dries much quicker, which is es-
pecially advantageous for hygiene. Since the moisture evaporates on the 
outside of the fabric, instead of on the skin, a pleasant cool effect arises.

Airnet

Largely used in the pediatric environment, this special element is made entire-
ly of antiseptic material, and can be found even in bedding application, being 
highly breathable, lightweight, elastic and non-deformable.
Technically, Airnet creates an “empty volume” which allows a considerable air 
recycle, ensuring the proper ventilation of the product at its inside.

Composition: 100% PL
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Celliant™ 

Decades of development by leading experts in medicine, physics and biolo-
gy, as well as a dedicated Scientific Advisory Board, led to the creation of a 
fiber loaded with a potent mix of thermo-reactive minerals. Powered by our 
own metabolism, like an hybrid engine it recycles and converts radiant body 
heat into infrared energy which gives vigor and vitality to the body.
The active minerals in Celliant™ are ground into particles smaller than a sin-
gle micron, about 100 times thinner than a human hair, so millions of these 
minerals are extruded into a resin that is loaded directly into the core of 
the fiber. This process means Celliant™ technology lasts the lifetime of the 
mineral and it will never wash out or breakdown.
Infrared light is a natural occurring wavelength just outside the visible light 
spectrum and is widely recognized for having positive effects on the body. 
It is a medically proven vasodilator, which means it promotes circulation, 
increases tissue oxygen levels, enhances cell vitality and regulates body 
temperature.
Infrared light is commonly used by hospitals and doctors as a therapeutic 
treatment for conditions ranging from high blood pressure and congestive 
heart failure to muscle tears and rheumatoid arthritis.
Celliant used in bedding has been clinically proven to enhance the rest from 
sleep, with subjects falling asleep 15 minutes faster on average in a pilot 
study.

Omnia Ingeo™ 

An unparalleled padding system which combines high breathability, high com-
fort and excellent freshness / heat balance, all in a wholly healthy and natural 
product.
Omnia Ingeo™ uses a unique blend of cashmere, silk, white linen and bam-
boo fiber, thermally bonded in a multilayer composition using Ingeo™, a plant 
transformation process that ensures a minimal environmental impact and a 
natural tactile feel. At the same time, Ingeo™ is a breathable and an hypoal-
lergenic product, thus it doesn’t retain odors, hinders bacterial proliferation 
then doesn’t cause any allergic reaction.

Padding 
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Cashmere

Cashmere region is spread between Afghanistan, India, China and Mongolia, 
where the “hircus” goats, known for their precious golden fleece are breeded. 
Cashmere comes from the undercoat of these animals, and is made up of 
thousands of the most soft and finest fibers.
Cashmere coat is renowned for its lightness, its thermal properties and the 
pleasing, soft, silky feel that it gives to the touch.

Silk

Silk is a protein fiber obtained from the sericulture from particular categories 
of Lepidoptera. It reflects light with inimitable brilliancy and easily absorbs the 
dyes with particularly richness of shades. Silk thread is particularly durable 
and elastic, and the simple contact with air allows it to keep unaltered its 
freshness, hygroscopic and thermal insulation properties.

White linen

White linen is the oldest textile fiber in the world: comfortable, suitable for any 
season, insulating in winter and fresh during summer, it regulates body tem-
perature and is healthy for skin, it is delicate and soft thus is hypoallergenic 
and antibacterial. The particular morphology of its fiber gives the product high 
hygroscopic features which allow immediate absorption and evaporation of 
liquids: this results in a pleasant feeling of freshness and comfort.

Bamboo

Bamboo fiber is farmed in mountain crops free from pollution and pesticides 
with processing techniques which have a minimal environmental impact.
Thanks to its hollow structure, it has excellent breathability and insulation 
qualities, along with antibacterial and natural deodorant benefits; this fiber 
also contains pectin, which gives emollient, regenerating and nutritional prop-
erties.

Soft Foam

Due to its low density, this particular polyurethane is characterized by an unu-
sually soft feel and an extraordinarily muffling consistency, finding its natural 
use in quilting and topper applications.
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Gaia® - foam

A name from ancient origins and illustrious paternity what the English scholar 
James Lovelock chose in the late 1960s to define his interpretation of Earth 
as a living system that breathes and evolves: Gaia, the goddess of Earth in 
Greek mythology.
Gaia® consists of water, raw materials derived from renewables such as soy-
bean, whose fatty acids are involved in the regeneration and water balancing 
of the skin, and a mix of essential oils - extracted from officinal herbs such 
as chamomile, cypress, lavender, salvia officinalis, neroli and so on – which 
give health to the skin, as in cosmetics, providing energy and focus, so being 
beneficial for the body and mind, representing the natural coadjuvant ideal to 
improve the quality of rest.

Dryfeel® 

Dryfeel® is designed to offer a completely open cellular structure that allows 
a complete moisture transport, a quick and effective drainage which ensures 
maximum comfort and breathability. It is a different type of foam specifically 
developed to have high support properties despite the high porosity of the 
material. Moreover it is treated with biocides which destroy harmful organisms 
such as bacteria, molds and fungi.

Gaia® - viscoelastic foam

The natural and beneficial properties of Gaia® merge with the amazing balan-
ce between support and softness of viscoelastic foams.
While this foams molds around body shapes thanks to its high thermal sensi-
bility, absorbing and distributing bodyweight gradually and evenly minimizing 
pressure points, the blend of natural renewables and essential oils improves 
the regeneration and water balancing of the skin, giving vigor and vitality to 
the body and mind. 

Inner structure
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Latex

Extracted from Hevea Brasiliensis in Asian tropical forests, the most precious 
natural latex qualities are used in the production of ergo-anatomical supports, 
becoming the ideal material for those who want to sleep naturally. Soft, hy-
gienic and hypoallergenic, it is bactericidal and germicidal, while the intercom-
municating air microcells that draw the structure of the blocks allow a good 
internal air recycle, making it fresh and self-ventilated.

Molle indipendenti 

Pocket spring was the real revolution in bedding, years later it still wonders.
New supporting systems, increasingly advanced and sophisticated, are made 
with differentiated bearing zones making the whole structure considerably 
more accurate to body and weighing stresses on the surface. The range of 
supports, so the application possibilities, is further extended thanks to the use 
of springs with different height, size and stiffness, to reach higher standards 
of compression ratios and ergonomics.
The combination of different types of springs led the creation of Pocket Pyra-
mid, an integrated system of superb and unmatched support and ergonomi-
cs qualities; Orsa Maggiore also features the exclusive Cotton Pocket spring, 
where the spring pockets are made of pure cotton which has a better noise 
absorption than the classic non-woven fabric providing a rather natural featu-
re to the finished product at the same, so a remarkable luxury.

Type Class Density 
spring/sqm

Bearing surface 
supporting areas Pockets Spring technical details

Diameter mm Wire section mm Height mm

Cotton Pocket pocket spring 800 300 7 Sound-absorbing 
pure cotton 60 1,8/2,0 140

Supermicro 3000 pocket spring 3.000 1.100 7 Hypoallergenic  
non-woven fabric 28 0,9/1,0 140

Pocket Pyramid pocket spring 10.000 3.080 7 Hypoallergenic  
non-woven fabric 28/30 0,9/1,0/1,0 195





Clear lines, sober colors, elegance of the object: a unique aplomb.
“Elegance is not about being noticed, it’s about being remembered.”
Inspired by this famous quote, Orsa Maggiore designed a line of coverings characterized by 
sophistication and authenticity of design, which doesn’t want just to capture fleeting looks 
but wishes to stimulate the imagination of people to make them live the night in its deepest 
sense. So called night.

Covers
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Orsa Maggiore embroidery

As an artist who signs his canvas, all Orsa Maggiore products are finished with 
an elegant embroidery, emphasizing the exclusivity and care of details of our 
products.

Exclusive features

Orsa Maggiore was born watching the sky at night. What more poetic homage 
to put on our products the same stars which inspired us?

Topper Bed and Top Comfort

The thick ribbon used for edging is a vivid reference to the most classic tra-
dition of mattress manufacturing; The pillow top seems float on the product, 
emphasizing its comfort and coziness qualities.

Fast Strap®

Orsa Maggiore’s Topper Bed comes standard with Fast Strap®. A patented 
system consisting of elegant straps placed on the four sides which allow the 
hooking and fastening of the topper onto the mattress through a simple and 
intuitive operation.
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Twin Set

Orsa Maggiore mattresses are available on request with an additional and 
interchangeable cover for the seat, allowing the user to sleep on mattress 
normally covered while washing and sanitizing the just used cover.

Removable cover

The practical zip that runs along the perimeter of the mattress allows the 
cover to be removed and is available on all Orsa Maggiore models on both 
sides. Once the product is unlined, the cover can be washed as indicated by 
the labels applied to the product.

Breathable fascia and exclusive details

The perimeter fascia with the exclusive contrast piping is equipped with han-
dles – for a more practical use of the product while moving – and are designed 
for the application of Top Comfort. The Airnet high breathability inlay improves 
air recycling within the product allowing a faster dispersion of heat and mois-
ture, therefore a better hygiene.
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Avantgarde
A making designed to suit the needs of those looking for an entirely allergy-resistant and innovative cover, 
and is excellent as far as comfort and required characteristics are concerned. The soft touch of a fabric that 
cleverly combines Aloe Vera’s emollient qualities with the antibacterial properties of silver, coupled with one 
of the most technically advanced padding available today: Celliant™ is invigorating and revitalizing thanks 
to its mix of thermal-reactive minerals which turns body heat into infrared energy.
Matched with the high breathability of Airnet and the effective practicality of the removable cover with 
double zip, Avantgarde represents the perfect synthesis between comfort and functionality.
The formal rigor of everyday well-being.

 Hypoallergenic
 Removable cover, hand- dry- wash
 Twin Set cover (optional)
 Orsa Knit Modern bearing surfaces 80% PL – 20% VI, with anti-pilling, Aloe Vera, Silver Clean treatments
 Diamond white fascia
 Celliant® padding with hypoallergenic wadding fiber support
 20mm Soft Foam polyurethane medium
 Pure cotton cloth inner lining
 Perimetral embroidered fascia with Airnet Tricot inlay 100% PL and handles with Top Comfort design

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Removable 
cover

Twin SetHypoallergenic Antibacterical

Hand wash Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not bleachDry wash Do not  
tumble dry

Airnet
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Prestige
Recreate an ambience which is balanced, anti-static and philosophically in equilibrium. Able to do so with 
a few simple elements which nature itself has given us: Omnia Ingeo™ is made of a pure natural blend of 
cashmere, silk, white linen and bamboo; A fine padding which provides a rich and delicate volume. A thick 
rich thread refined to the touch defines the wefts of a bright, noble knit fabric, enriched with treatments 
as Aloe Vera for a superior softness and natural hypoallergenic properties, and Feran Ice® which ensures 
a constant freshness of the product. The removable cover, with zips on both sides, is finished with the 
breathable Airnet inlay.
Intimate and intense. Man in harmony with the environment around him, and with himself.

 Summer/Winter
 Removable cover, hand- dry- wash
 Twin Set cover (optional)
 Orsa Knit Luxury bearing surfaces 80% PL – 17% VI – 3% EA, with anti-pilling, Aloe Vera, Feran Ice® treatments
 Diamond bronze fascia
 Omnia Ingeo® padding – bamboo/white linen/silk/cashmere
 20 mm Soft Foam polyurethane medium
 Pure cotton cloth inner lining
 Perimetral embroidered fascia with Airnet Tricot inlay 100% PL and handles with Top Comfort design

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Removable 
cover

Twin Set

Hand wash Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not bleachDry wash

Summer/
Winter

Airnet

Do not  
tumble dry





The perfect integration in the product design thanks to the patented Fast Strap® system, 
which brings elegance to simplicity. The shape of your body is delicately enclosed by the ex-
cellent coziness and gentle support of Soft Foam polyurethane.
The excellence in craftsmanship and technique which stands out through the details of  
finishing and uniqueness of materials such as Celliant™ – restoring and invigorating padding 
due to infrared energy – and Omnia Ingeo™ – a fine natural wadding blend – and eclectic and 
refined fabrics further characterized by sophisticated treatments.
Escaping from the ordinary sometimes means being a class apart.

Topper Bed
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Avantgarde Topper Bed
 Hypoallergenic 
 Hemmed with removable Top Comfort

Top Comfort
 Orsa Knit Modern bearing surfaces 80% PL – 20% VI, with anti-pilling, Aloe Vera, Silver Clean treatments
 Celliant® padding with hypoallergenic wadding fiber support
 20 mm Soft Foam polyurethane inner cushion
 Removable with Fast Stap® fastening
 Dry wash

Mattress
 Orsa Knit Modern bearing surfaces 80% PL – 20% VI, with anti-pilling, Aloe Vera, Silver Clean treatments
 Diamond white fascia
 Hypoallergenic wadding fiber
 Pure cotton cloth inner lining
 Perimetral embroidered fascia with Airnet Tricot inlay 100% PL and handles
 Hemmed finish

 Please allow an dditiona height of 70mm on the finished product.
Orsa Maggiore uses:

Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not bleachDry wash

Hemmed Topper Bed Airnet Hypoallergenic Antibacterical

Do not  
tumble dry

Laura
Evidenziato
additional
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Prestige Topper Bed
 Summer/Winter
 Hemmed with removable Top Comfort

Top Comfort
 Orsa Knit Luxury bearing surfaces 80% PL – 17% VI – 3% EA, with anti-pilling, Aloe Vera, Feran Ice® treatments
 Omnia Ingeo® padding – bamboo/white linen/silk/cashmere
 20mm Soft Foam polyurethane inner cushion
 Removable with Fast Stap® fastening
 Dry wash

Mattress
 Orsa Knit Luxury bearing surfaces 80% PL – 17% VI – 3% EA, with anti-pilling, Aloe Vera, Feran Ice® treatments
 Diamond bronze fascia
 Pure new wool/lyocell/cotton natural blend wadding
 Pure cotton cloth inner lining
 Perimetral embroidered fascia with Airnet Tricot inlay 100% PL and handles
 Hemmed finish

 Please allow an dditiona height of 70mm on the finished product.

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not bleachDry wash

Hemmed Topper Bed Airnet

Do not  
tumble dry

Summer/
Winter

Laura
Evidenziato
additional





Meeting the anatomical needs of people optimally: this is, in short, the purpose of the mat-
tress today. Cozy ergonomics, a properly distributed pressure, progressive and homogene-
ous support with calibrated flexibility ratios and an overall high technical level. Everything 
is quantifiable with cold numbers because the pragmatic aim is to achieve the excellence 
in physiological comfort.
But once lie down, sensations become protagonists.

Models
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N080 - Aster
The 7 weight-bearing zones supporting capacity Cotton Pocket spring – with pure cotton spring pockets – 
is enveloped inside a natural-foam polyurethane Gaia® ergonomic box system – made with essential oils 
foaming – and with high breathability Dryfeel® medium: qualitatively unexceptional , anatomically harmo-
nious.
A significant step in the modern conception of sleep, essence distilled into an object of superior class.

 140 mm Cotton Pocket spring, 7 weight-bearing zones supporting capacity, pure cotton spring pockets
 Spring count: 300 springs per sqm
 Contoured, high density, polyurethane foam perimetral structure
 10 mm Dryfeel® high breathability polyurethane upper and lower medium
 30 mm molded Gaia® natural-foam polyurethane upper and lower layers

 Product finished height: 270 mm
 Topper Bed finished height: 340 mm
 Bearing surface supporting areas: 7
 Spring class: 800

Biome Line

Ergonomics Resilience Pressure Support Technical

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Medium 
support

Pocket spring Differentiated 
support

Vegetal origin 
polyurethane
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S225 - Phorma
The natural comfort and well-being of the soy- essential oils- based polyurethane foam Gaia® is used in 
both its resilient and viscoelastic forms to create a solid block with extraordinary anatomical properties.
The body imprint while sleeping, perceptions of an absolute and protective support function which tailors 
around you and finely soften the atmosphere around you.

 90 mm Gaia® natural-foam polyurethane supporting structure 
 40 mm high support polyurethane foam central layer
 10 mm Dryfeel® high breathability polyurethane upper and lower medium
 70 mm Gaia® natural-foam polyurethane upper layer 
 No-flip design
 Anatomical design
 220 mm overall height

 Product finished height: 270 mm
 Topper Bed finished height: 340 mm
 Bearing surface supporting areas: anatomical support

Biome Line

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Ergonomics Resilience Pressure Support Technical

Soft  
support

Anatomical 
support

Anti-decubitus/
Pressure relief

Viscoelastic 
polyurethane

Vegetal origin 
polyurethane
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L180 - Hevea
A source of well-being which never ceases to amaze, in an elaborate pattern of holes and grooves which 
defines the seven weight-bearing zones supporting structure. An ecological element dedicated to relaxation 
par excellence in which softness, support and enfolding sensations find their biological meeting-point.
A natural synergy of factors which restore vitality and strength to the body.

 Natural latex supporting structure
 7 weight-bearing zones supporting capacity 
 180mm overall height

 Product finished height: 250 mm
 Topper Bed finished height: 320 mm
 Bearing surface supporting areas: 7

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Ergonomics Resilience Pressure Support Technical

Biome Line

Medium 
support

Natural latexDifferentiated 
support
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Ergonomics Resilience Pressure Support Technical

S300 - Chiron
A poetic taste excellence. A body shell permeated by sophistication and exclusivity which finds its best form 
in Supermicro 3000 spring’s superlative support, coupled with the ultimate comfort and gentle support of 
the hi-tech viscoelastic polyurethane Gaia® and high breathability Dryfeel® medium.
A place in the sky, between the brightness of stars and the darkness of night, where dreams come to life. 
Oneiric.

 140 mm Supermicro 3000 pocket spring , 7 weight-bearing zones supporting capacity
 Spring count: 1100 springs per sqm
 Contoured, high density, polyurethane foam perimetral structure
 10 mm Dryfeel® high breathability polyurethane upper and lower medium
 40 mm Gaia® viscoelastic foam upper and lower layers

 Product finished height: 300 mm
 Topper Bed finished height: 370 mm
 Bearing surface supporting areas: 7
 Spring class: 3000

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Excellence Line

Medium 
support

Pocket spring Differentiated 
support

Viscoelastic 
polyurethane

Vegetal origin 
polyurethane
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Excellence Line

L300 - Étoile
Melt prestige and mastery to create a unique object. Combine the made-to-measure support of Supermicro 
3000 pocket spring to the natural resilience and typical ergonomics of latex along with the highly breath-
able Dryfeel® medium. 
Establishment and luxury, excellence accepts no compromises. An unrivalled delicateness which surrounds 
the body like a made-to-measure garment. It’s charming comfort, a real star.

 140 mm Supermicro 3000 pocket spring , 7 weight-bearing zones supporting capacity
 Spring count: 1100 springs per sqm
 Contoured, high density, polyurethane foam perimetral structure
 10 mm Dryfeel® high breathability polyurethane upper and lower medium
 40 mm natural latex upper and lower layers with through-holes pattern

 Product finished height: 300 mm
 Topper Bed finished height: 370 mm
 Bearing surface supporting areas: 7
 Spring class: 3000

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Ergonomics Resilience Pressure Support Technical

Natural latexFirm 
support

Pocket spring Differentiated 
support
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Excellence Line

N900 - Hyperion
The fusion of art and harmony where craftsmanship is driven by passion. A crescendo that reaches its cli-
max with the Pocket Pyramid spring, charming in its progressive, finely refined, simply gentle support, and 
the exclusive ergonomics of Gaia® natural-foam – soy- essential oils- based polyurethane – sublime with its 
qualities of resilience and comfort – which lays on the innovative Dryfeel® medium characterized by excep-
tional breathability.
That romantic moment of the night when the first glares of light announce the rising of the day. 

 Pocket Pyramid pocket spring: 140 mm Supermicro 3000 pocket spring, 7 weight-bearing zones supporting 
capacity; top Pyramid with triple 18mm Pocket Cover HD pocket spring - 195 mm overall height

 Spring count: 3080 springs per sqm
 Contoured, high density, polyurethane foam perimetral structure
 10 mm Dryfeel® high breathability polyurethane upper and lower medium
 30 mm molded Gaia® natural-foam polyurethane upper and lower layers
 No-flip design

 Product finished height: 350 mm
 Topper Bed finished height: 420 mm
 Bearing surface supporting areas: 7
 Spring class: 10.000

Orsa Maggiore uses:

Ergonomics Resilience Pressure Support Technical

Firm 
support

Pocket spring Differentiated 
support

Vegetal origin 
polyurethane





Tailor Bed Living develops an exclusive concept of contemporary elegance 100% made in Italy, 
renowned for its research and experimentation in the textile field.
New ideas for bedroom decoration come from materials research, creativity and experience. 
Bed linen that are rather than object, they are real expressions of lifestyle, unique timeless 
pieces which dress upholstered beds characterized by strong personality and elegant design 
Adjustable orthopedic bedsteads which are the result of advanced technology and in-depth 
research on the physiology and functionality of the human body to combine rest and physical 
well-being, helping the posture ergonomically correct*. Accessories such as pillows and covers, 
fundamental to complete your bedding system.

*Tests performed at the Policlinico di Monza in collaboration with the Department of Neuroscience and Biomedical Technologies of Bicocca University, Milan.

Laura
Evidenziato
Adjustable

Laura
Nota
aggiungere un . per finire la frase
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Warning: some product shown could be not included in the collection.
Please consult the color chart to check the availability
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Bed linen
The will to produce everything for well being with particular attention for all that is natural is the first goal 
of Tailor Bed Living. Precious materials such as fine sateen becomes unique decoration items of fine taste 
and design culture. Home textile accessories distinguished by the attention to details, finishes and natural 
materials. Each piece is handmade and subjected to rigorous quality controls, in the awareness that the 
care of details makes the difference.

Warning: some product shown could be not included in the collection.
Please consult the color chart to check the availability
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Sateen
 Article: Sateen for bed linen
 Composition: Fine sateen 100% Egyptian cotton, (coloured), mercerized
 Tread count: 300 TC
 Available products: fitted sheets, sheets set (upper sheet with pillowcases), pillowcases, duvet cover, 
boudoir cushions

 Attention: consult the color chart to know the available finishes

Natural Tricot
 Composition: hand-woven extra fine merino wool
 Available products: plaid, cushion

Wash maximum 
agitation 
max 60° C

Medium iron, 
max 150°-300° F

Dry normal, 
medium heat

Do not  
dry clean

Do not bleach

Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not  
dry clean

Do not bleachDry wash
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BRF - Polaris
A functional bed with essential and elegant lines. A product with a genuine silhouette which can lend 
itself to any type of room and furnishing. The headboard draw the sleek and solid lines, and is available 
in different heights and finishing.
Equipped with wooden bedstead, it can be matched to any kind of mattress.

Warning: some product shown could be not included in the collection.
Please consult the color chart to check the availability
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Warning: some product shown could be not included in the collection.
Please consult the color chart to check the availability
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BRF - Polaris

 Plywood structure with mdf compound crosspieces
 Polyurethane foam and interliner-coupled velveteen
 Wooden bedstead base
 Decò melange or Ascot double-face quilt fabric cover

Headboard
 Plywood structure 
 Polyurethane foam and interliner-coupled velveteen
 Available in 110cm height with plain fabric finish or in 150cm height with quilted cover
 Decò melange or Ascot double-face quilt fabric cover
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Warning: some product shown could be not included in the collection.
Please consult the color chart to check the availability

SBR - Nuit
A solution that melts tradition and design. This rigid-base bed is the ideal platform for mattresses with greater 
comfort and ergonomics, from which could be get the maximum performance they were developed for.
Nuit can be provided as sommier or equipped with upholstered headboard, available in different heights 
and finishing.
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Warning: some product shown could be not included in the collection.
Please consult the color chart to check the availability
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SBR - Nuit

 Plywood structure with mdf compound crosspieces
 Polyurethane foam and interliner-coupled velveteen
 Rigid flat-base
 Orsa knit fabric, Airnet tricot, Decò melange or Ascot double-face quilt fabric cover

Headboard (on request)
 Plywood structure 
 Polyurethane foam and interliner-coupled velveteen
 Available in 110 cm height with plain fabric finish or in 150cm height with quilted cover
 Decò melange or Ascot double-face quilt fabric cover
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WBL - Continental
The superior flexibility of the TPE-E compound is the main feature of the slat support of this bedstead. Al-
though in a bed with a traditional configuration, you can achieve an extraordinary level of comfort. Continental 
is suitable for those who require particular shock absorbing on the entire bearing surface, and have orthope-
dic, muscular, circulatory or overweight needs, thus are oriented to premium quality bed-bases.

 Beech plywood frame, 70x25mm, natural finish
 Beech plywood slats, natural finish
 TPE-E suspension junctions
 Midline reinforced with lower third slat and stiffness sliders with TMS system
 Fiberglass corners with SEBS junction
 Grey oak or dark oak finish (optional)
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WBE - Atlantique
Atlantique sets new standards in fitment and stress-response among high tech - top quality bedsteads. The 
whole bearing surface is composed of plate elements which create a plain and solid platform, supporting the 
mattress perfectly and harmoniously. These supports – positioned on the bedstead side by side –are individually 
adjustable, emphasizing the accuracy of the system.

 Beech plywood frame, 70x25mm, natural finish
 Beech plywood slats, clay finish
 TPE-E suspension junctions with ABS slat dampers
 TPE-E suspension elements, ABS plates with integrated TMS system
 Fiberglass corners with SEBS junction
 Grey oak or dark oak finish (optional)
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Gaia® viscoelastic foam pillow
Thanks to a low level of resilience, and particular slow-shaping comfort, this is one of the most suitable 
materials to be used for supporting the neck and head during rest. It supports the cervical column correctly 
and excellently, avoiding muscular contractions in the neck not pressurizing any area of the body, thereby 
it avoids pins and needles and pain arising from mistaken postures.
Available both in classical and anatomical versions -

 Classical or anatomical contour
 150 mm (classical) or 120mm (anatomical) Gaia® viscoelastic foam supporting structure
 Orsa Knit Modern o Orsa Knit Luxury cover, cotton jersey under-lining

Anatomical 
support

Viscoelastic 
polyurethane

Removable 
cover

Hypoallergenic

Wash medium 
agitation 
max 30° C

Hand wash Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not  
dry clean

Do not bleachDry wash
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Latex pillow
Distinguished by its natural ability to reassume its original form after being subjected to pressure or 
stretching, latex is one of the best materials for pillows. Extremely comfortable, it easily adapts to any 
shape without altering its initial properties.
Available both in classical and anatomical versions -

 Classical or anatomical contour
 150 mm (classical) or 120mm (anatomical) latex supporting structure
 Orsa Knit Modern o Orsa Knit Luxury cover, cotton jersey under-lining

Wash medium 
agitation 
max 30° C

Hand wash Cool iron,  
max 110°-230° F

Do not  
dry clean

Do not bleachDry wash

Anatomical 
support

Natural latex Removable 
cover

Hypoallergenic
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Feather pillow
Goose feathers, the most highly valuable, have a physiological elasticity to compress and expand. Due to 
this feature feather traps air, resulting both soft and warm at the same time. In addition, this is an hydro-
philic material: it removes body moisture and releases it when aired, thereby offering a constantly dry and 
comfortable ambience.

 Classical contour
 Goose/duck feathers wadding, 1200 gr
 High textured Percale pure cotton fabric cover
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Kapok pillow
Kapok is a natural fiber produced from the fruits of the Ceiba Pentandra, a tree widespread in South America.
The fruits of this majestic tree –that can reach over 60 meters in height – were considered in ancient time one 
of the sacred symbols in Mayan mythology. The soft and light fiber of kapok gives great softness to fabrics and 
padding of pillows and mattresses, it provides excellent moisture management besides being long-lasting, or-
ganic, sustainable and eco-friendly.

 Classical contour
 Pure kapok wadding, 1000gr
 High textured Percale pure cotton fabric cover
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Cotton pillow
Cotton is a natural fiber, both soft and resistant and is characterized by a high level of moisture absorption. 
Cotton fibers – being hollow inside –work as thermal insulator, avoiding heat accumulation during summer, 
and its dissipation in winter.

 Classical contour
 Cotton blend wadding, 1000 gr
 High textured Percale pure cotton fabric cover
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Mattress cover
The ideal solution to guarantee protection of the surface of the mattress support; easy to use owing to 
the pure cotton elasticised band.

 Pure cotton terry-cloth with perimetral band
 Bonnet design, made-to-measure
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Bedstead cover
Placed between bedstead and mattress, this protects the latter from dust and dirt from the floor, and its 
movements on the bedstead, thereby avoiding – apart from unpleasant stains and marks, also ladders and 
tears.

 Pure cotton terry-cloth quilt with perimetral band
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Pillowcase
Pillow cases are the ideal solution to make the surface of the pillow more hygienic, ensuring better protec-
tion; easy-to-use and machine-washable.

 Pure cotton fabric with zip
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General comments and rules of use
If treated with care and attention, your Orsa Maggiore products will retain their quality and excellent per-
formance for longer.

Spring, latex and foam mattresses
The choice of a suitable mattress is an entirely personal matter and a question of personal feelings; we 
therefore suggest you dedicate a lot of time to choosing this very important support.

You are advised to turn the mattress round and upside down seasonally in order to get the best aeration. 
This precaution also ensures less wear of the mattress, and more evenly balanced at that, and this helps 
the product to last longer. Keep the product away from pointed or sharp surfaces in order to avoid damag-
ing the cover of the product irreparably. And in order to avoid depressions and anomalies in the product’s 
supporting structure, avoid using it with metallic mesh bedsteads.

For product with removable and washable cover, we recommend to follow carefully the washing instructions 
indicated on the product label, in order not to damage colours and integrity of textiles and padding used.

In order not to damage the spring structure irreparably, a spring mattress must never be rolled up or folded. 
If it needs lifting or moving for any reason, it should always be kept in a horizontal position. If ever put on 
one end, it should not stay in this position for any length of time otherwise the size and shape of the prod-
uct could undergo a change. Avoid hitting it violently, or jumping on it, especially if the underlying support 
is a bedstead with wooden staves.

A latex mattress must never be exposed to the direct sunlight or to heat sources; and it must never be 
folded or rolled up. It should be turned round and upside down seasonally in order to guarantee the best 
aeration possible, so that any moisture absorbed during use is dispersed. A latex mattress should be placed 
on a bedstead with staves, or another surface permitting air to flow around it; avoid using it with a bed 
which has containers underneath.

The adaptability of Memory Foam visco-elastic polyurethane means it is suited to any kind of bed or bed-
stead. Foam mattresses offer the user a better way of handling the product, anyway we suggest a period-
ical rotation of the mattress in order to avoid to stress excessively the same areas of the bearing surface, 
so the supporting structure: although made of avant-garde and non-deformable materials, foam products 
suffer from improper use over a long period of time.
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Bed-bases and other supports
Regardless of the bed used, we strongly advise you to avoid violent impacts (such as jumping on the bed) 
and/or overload localized areas of the bearing surface in order not to damage the flexible parts (staves) 
and the whole underlying support structure.
Bedstead lifting mechanisms are manual or automatic. We strongly recommend the correct us eof the 
product in order to guarantee the proper support and to avoid sagging in the support which could lead to 
injury, possibly serious. The manufacturers accept no responsibility for personal injury of other consequenc-
es, possibly serious, resulting from personal negligence and/or incorrect use of the product.

If the product has a removable and washable cover, follow the washing instructions on the product label 
very carefully in order not to damage the colours and integrity of the textiles and padding used. Keep the 
product away from pointed or sharp surfaces in order to avoid damaging the cover of the product irrepa-
rably.

Accessories
Pillows and accessories in general require less maintenance than other products of the bedding sector, 
anyway some attention to them is necessary.

We recommend that the product is aerated when not being used to guarantee correct aeration and the 
dispersal of moisture absorbed during use.

Keep the product away from pointed or sharp surfaces in order to avoid damaging the cover of the product 
irreparably.

If the pillow has been vacuum-packed, after removing it from the packaging leave it for around ten hours 
before using it so that the product can attain its permanent dimension.

If the product has a removable and washable cover, follow the washing instructions on the product label 
very carefully in order not to damage colours and integrity.

As for the mattresses, the latex pillow must never be ex-
posed to the direct sunlight or to heat sources, since this 
would damage the product’ structural integrity.

The choice of a suitable pillow is an entirely personal matter 
and a question of personal feelings; we therefore suggest 
you to dedicate enough time in choosing this very important 
support.
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Conditions of guarantee
Only for products with the Orsa Maggiore label. Orsa Maggiore is a brand of T.S.C. srl.

Additional rights. For consumers benefiting from consumer protection laws in the state where the product 
was purchased or, if different, in the state of residence, the benefits acquired under this guarantee should be 
considered supplementary to the rights provided for by those consumer protection laws. This guarantee does 
not exclude, limit or suspend any such right arising from non-compliance with the sales contract. The above 
limitations and exclusions do not apply to consumers of countries, states or provinces which do not allow the 
exclusion of or limitation of accidental damages or accessories or the limitation of the duration of guarantees 
or implicit conditions. For this reason, the limitations and exclusions indicated below shall not apply. This 
guarantee confers specific rights on the consumer, as well as those which he/she may enjoy under the law 
of his own country, state or province. This limited guarantee is governed by the laws of the country in which 
the purchase was made. T.S.C., that is the conferrer of this limited guarantee, is identified at the foot of this 
document depending on the country or region in which the product was purchased.

Guarantee. T.S.C. guarantees its products, including spring mattresses, latex mattresses, foam mattresses, 
upholstery, bedsteads, complementary products, bed linen and other accessories of the brand Orsa Maggiore 
brand for 2 (two) years from the original date of purchase by the final user. If a defect should become evident 
and a valid claim is made within 180 (one hundred and eighty) days from the date of the original purchase, 
T.S.C., at its own discretion, and to the extent permitted by applicable statute, shall (1) remedy the defect 
free of charge by using new or reconditioned components which have the same function and performance as 
new components, (2) replace the product with a new product or a reconditioned product which has the same 
function and performance as the new components, and whose performance is, at a minimum, equivalent to 
that of the original product, or (3) reimburse the purchase price of the product. If no objective assessment is 
possible, any costs incurred to ascertain the damage shall be at the client’s expense. T.S.C. also reserves the 
right not to recognise the guarantee if the product has been tampered with after purchase, and this shall be 
understood as including failure to adopt normal precautions for use and maintenance indicated below. If such 
conditions should apply, repairs or replacement necessary shall not be included in the guarantee and their cost 
shall be communicated to the consumer, who shall be free to accept or reject the conditions proposed by T.S.C.
T.S.C. reserves the right to request the consumer to replace defective parts with new or reconditioned parts, 
which can be installed directly by the user, and which are supplied by T.S.C. under the guarantee. T.S.C. shall 
guarantee the products or parts thereof used as substitutes, including those installed directly by the user 
in conformity with instructions supplied by T.S.C., for the longer of the remaining period of the guarantee of 
the original product and 180 (one hundred and eighty) days from the date of replacement or repair. After re-
placement, the substitute product or part shall become the consumer’s property and the substituted product 
shall become T.S.C.’s property. Parts supplied by T.S.C., in accordance with its guarantee obligations, must be 
used as part of the product for which the service under guarantee was requested. When a reimbursement 
is made, the product for which the reimbursement was made must be returned to T.S.C. and shall become 
T.S.C.’s property.

Exclusions and limitations. This limited guarantee shall apply solely to products manufactured by or for T.S.C. 
which are identified by the ‘Orsa Maggiore’ brand, sales or logo name, printed on them. This limited guarantee 
shall not apply to third party products, even if supplied or sold together with T.S.C. products. Producers and 
suppliers of goods and services different from those of T.S.C. may provide their own guarantee to the final 
user, but T.S.C., within statutory limits, shall supply third party products without any guarantee. T.S.C. is not 
responsible for damages caused by failure to observe the instructions regarding how to use the product.
This guarantee shall not apply to: (a) aesthetic damage, such as scratches, tears and breakages, unless the 
problem has been caused by defects in manufacture or by the workforce; (b) damages caused by use in 
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association with products which are not T.S.C. products; (c) damages arising from accidents, abuse, improper 
use, contact with liquids, flooding, fire, earthquake or any other external cause; (d) damages caused by the 
use of products in a manner not complying with the uses indicated by T.S.C.; (e) damages caused by work 
(including work of improvement or enlargement) carried out by any individual other than T.S.C. or a repre-
sentative of T.S.C.; (f) products or components which have been modified in order to alter their functioning or 
capacity, without the written permission of T.S.C.; (g) defects which can be attributed to ordinary wear and 
tear of the product, or otherwise due to its normal ageing; (h) order errors, such as size, finishing, models.
Within legal limits, this guarantee and the remedies indicated above are exclusive and replace any other guar-
antee, remedy or condition, whether verbal or written, legal, explicit or implicit. Within the limits of applicable 
law, T.S.C. specifically denies any legal or implicit guarantee, including but not restricted to guarantees of 
commercial possibility or suitability for specific purposes or because of hidden or latent defects. If T.S.C. is not 
permitted by law to deny the above-indicated legal or implicit guarantees, their duration shall be understood 
as being limited, to the extent permitted by law, to the duration of the explicit guarantee or service of repair 
or replacement offered by T.S.C. at its discretion.
Retailers, agents and employees of T.S.C. are not permitted to effect modifications, extensions or additions to 
this guarantee. If any of the conditions of this guarantee are declared invalid, void or inapplicable, the remain-
ing conditions shall be considered still valid and effective.
Without prejudice to this guarantee and up to the maximum limits provided for by statute, T.S.C. shall not 
be responsible for direct, special or indirect damages or accessories arising from violation of the guarantee 
or its conditions, or those provided for by any other legal principle, including, without limits, loss of ability to 
use, financial interruption, loss of effective or anticipated use (including the loss of contractual profits); loss of 
liquidity; loss of expected savings; loss of business; loss of opportunities; loss of goodwill; damage to image; or 
any loss or indirect damage or accessory regardless of the clause. The above limitations shall not apply in the 
event of a claim for death or personal injury nor to the legal liability for intentional negligence, culpable error 
and/or non-performance. T.S.C. specifically does not guarantee that it shall be able to repair every product 
covered by this guarantee.

How to use the guarantee. T.S.C. guarantees all of its products – as specified below – only and exclusively if 
the strip attached to the product is returned to the manufacturer (the original, via normal mail) duly filled in 
30 days from the date when the goods were received.
To request assistance under the guarantee a request must be sent by post/fax/email, attaching a copy of 
the purchase document, and specifying the reasons for the request and if necessary photographs showing 
the defect.
Once authorisation has been obtained from the manufacturer, the product must be sent to it to be inspected 
so that the defective parts can be ascertained, and it must reach the manufacturer’s perfectly packaged to 
avoid any further damage. Transport costs to the manufacturer’s premises shall be at the expense of the 
consumer, while T.S.C. shall send the product under guarantee back to the consumer afterwards.
The type of service, availability of components and response times may vary depending on the country in 
which the service under guarantee is requested. The type of service offered may be changed without prior 
notice. If the service under guarantee cannot be effected in the country where the consumer requests it, the 
costs of delivery and labour may be charged to the consumer. If the service under guarantee is requested in 
a country other than that in which the product was originally bought, the consumer shall be responsible for 
ensuring that all laws and regulations regarding import and export shall be observed, and shall be liable for 
customs duties, value added tax and all other taxes.

Privacy. T.S.C. shall keep and use client information in accordance with its privacy policy, and in line with 
statutory obligations in this matter. This guarantee in no way replaces the consumer’s statutory rights as 
indicated in EU directive 99/44 and confirmed nationally. Any dispute regarding this contract shall be judged 
by the Tribunal of Monza.



Gaia®, Celliant™, Silver Clean®, Feran Ice™, Ingeo™, Dryfeel®, WF4®, OEKO Tex Confidence in 
Textiles® are trademarks of the respective owners.

© 2018 T.S.C. srl. All rights reserved.

Orsa Maggiore® and Tailor Bed Living® are trademarks of T.S.C. srl, registered in Italy and 
other Countries.

T.S.C srl
Registered office: via Monte Lungo, 88 - 22060 Cabiate (CO) - IT
Headquarters: via Wagner, 289 - 20831 Seregno (MB) - IT

Tax ID/VAT 03661600134
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Orsa Maggiore® is a trademark of T.S.C. srl
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